




A cleverly hidden unique slide out
hooping platform above the top drawer





Super sturdy with 8 castors in all, 4 being extra large, heavy duty,
lockable wheels fitted to the main body - these make for easy
mobility regardless of stored weight and once locked holds rigidly
in your chosen place.
Tough, knock resistant ABS edging surrounds the 1inch thick
table- top work surface.
A unique slide- out hooping platform placed at a convenient
height that when not in use hides away above the top drawer–
great for additional work room when operating the machine.
4 large deep drawers, the bottom drawer being extra deep;
perfect for storing bulky machine accessories eg; cap frames….
4 large pigeon holes- ideal for storing large embroidery frames,
mats etc...
Lift up work areas either side of the main body that are held in
place by sturdy gate leg supports– have them up when more
work area is needed and down when not.
1inch thick base helps eliminate vibration and limits operational
noise.
198cm

Hardwearing,
top quality
mat

76cm
50cm

42cm

97.5cm

New

This huge cutting mat is tailor made to fit the HILO but can be
purchased separately for use on a table of your choice.

100cm

Commercial build strength & quality!

- high quality cutting mats from Horn
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- semi-industrial embroidery machine stand

Huge Size!

50cm

57cm

87cm

The STELLA Mk2 (Closed)
26cm

19cm

CLOSED - WIDE 97.5cm (38.3’’) DEEP 76cm
(29.9’’) HIGH 87cm (34.2”)
3 Standard drawers (inside measurement of 36cm
W x 57cm D x 6.5cm H)
1 Deep drawer (inside measurement of 36cm W x
57cm D x 22.5cm H)
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Huge storage capacity
drawers and pigeon holes
ideal for awkward specialist
items e.g. embroidery hoops
etc...
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Due to its height, strength &
storage the Stella Mk2 is
perfect for all kinds of craft
and embroidery machines.

Marked with both
Metric and Imperial
measurements

A1 Size

The best quality mats
you’ll ever use!
A2 Size

New

Now in 2 sizes!
A1 & A2






Colour Chart
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White




A perfect height to stand and work at!
The STELLA Mk2 Model 3006 (Opened) Please note that this unit is self assembly.

Great new easy to work on colour and
now in 2 popular sizes.
Top quality, self-healing, 3mm
thickness , designed for rotary cutters.
Tough, long lasting surface, helps
extend the life of your blades.
Accurate measurements & reversible.
Inches one side, metric on the other.
Made with the highest EN71-3
specifications.
Convenient carrying handle, which
doubles to allow you to hang the mat
for storage.

Double sided- Inches one
side, Metric the other

Horn

Essentials

Professional quality products from
the Horn Essentials range….
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